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Abstract
We present a computationally efficient semi-empirical method, based on standard
first-principles techniques and the so-called virtual crystal approximation, for determining the
average atomic structure of crystals with substitutional disorder. We show that, making use of a
minimal amount of experimental information, it is possible to define convenient figures of merit
that allow us to recast the determination of the average atomic ordering within the unit cell as a
minimization problem. We have tested our approach by applying it to a wide variety of
materials, ranging from oxynitrides to borocarbides and transition-metal perovskite oxides. In
all the cases we were able to reproduce the experimental solution, when it exists, or the
first-principles result obtained by means of much more computationally intensive approaches.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The arrangement of the atoms within the unit cell influences
all the properties of a crystal, from the mechanical to the
electronic and magnetic. However, the determination of the
atomic structure may be a challenging task for both experiment
and theory. Specially difficult are the cases in which one or
more crystallographic sites are occupied by two or more atomic
species in a partly disordered manner. Such a substitutional
disorder occurs in many important compounds, ranging from
most doped semiconductors and superconductors to minerals,
and is the subject of study of the present work.

The main difficulties in studying crystals with substitu-
tional disorder are the following. At an experimental level,
x-ray and neutron diffraction techniques for structural determi-
nation present some limitations when one deals with crystals
displaying substitutional disorder of atoms with similar scat-
tering factors. At a theoretical first-principles level, a rigorous
treatment of substitutional disorder requires the use of large
supercells to capture the most relevant (i.e., most energetically
favourable) disorder patterns, which may involve a diversity of
local atomic arrangements dependent on the spatial variations
of the composition. Unfortunately, the computational cost of
this approach quickly becomes prohibitive as the simulation

cell grows in size, which limits its applicability to the simplest
of cases. As an alternative, it is possible to construct cluster
Hamiltonians, with parameters computed from first-principles,
to describe the energetics of atomic ordering in a mathemati-
cally simple form [1, 2]. Then, the numerical solution of such
effective models may allow one to predict non-trivial ordering
patterns correctly. Unfortunately, in the general case the con-
struction of a reliable Hamiltonian is far from being trivial, as
well as computationally costly; moreover, computing the phys-
ical properties of the obtained structures is generally not feasi-
ble within this approach.

An alternative way of addressing problems involving
substitutional disorder is based on the study of virtual
compounds that are defined as some sort of spatial average
of the real materials. The simplest of such approaches
may be the so-called virtual crystal approximation (VCA),
which lends itself to a very natural implementation in
first-principles calculations employing pseudopotentials to
represent the external (ionic) potential that acts on the
valence electrons. Within such VCA approaches, the partly
disordered crystal is composed of virtual atoms whose
corresponding pseudopotential is constructed as an appropriate
composition-weighted average of the pseudopotentials of the
real elements [3–5]. The VCA thus implies a radical
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How to compile the code to run the 
pseudopotential mixer 

The code is included in the Siesta distribution, within the Util/VCA directory 

Assuming we are in the directory where the Siesta sources are stored, simply 

2

I. ENERGY FUNCTIONAL FOR A DIELECTRIC INSIDE AN ELECTRIC FIELD.

$ cd Util/VCA

$ make

It will use the same arch.make file as for the compilation of SIESTA 
 (no need to copy it again to the Util/VCA directory) 

This will generate two executable files: 
mixps    (program to mix pseudopotentials) 
fractional   (program that multiplies the strength of a pseudopotential by a 

  given fraction) 



How to mix two pseudopotentials  

Create a new directory in the directory where you generate your pseudopotentials 

Copy there the two pseudos you want to mix (in this example, O and F) 
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I. ENERGY FUNCTIONAL FOR A DIELECTRIC INSIDE AN ELECTRIC FIELD.

Cite1,2.

$ cd ../atom/Tutorial/PS_Generation
$ mkdir VCA-O-F
$ cd VCA-O-F
$ cp ../O/O.tm2.psf ./O.psf
$ cd ../F/F.tm2.psf ./F.psf

XC.functional GGA
XC.authors PBE
SpinPolarized .true.

nsppol 2 # Number of spin polarizations
spinat 0.0 0.0 1.0 # Spin for atoms
ixc 11 # Integer for exchange-correlation choice

occopt 3 # Occupation Option
# Fermi-Dirac smearing (finite-temperature metal)

tsmear 0.01 # Temperature of smearing (in Ha)
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Copy there the two pseudos you want to mix (in this example, O and F) 

Labels of the two atoms involved 
Mixing parameter: In this example 

90% of the first atom 
10% of the second atom 



Output of the mixing of the pseudopotential 
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Labels of the two atoms involved 
Mixing parameter: In this example 

90% of the first atom 
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New files: 

OF-0.90000.psf Pseudopotential file with the mixture of the two pseudos 

Name of the mixed file: Symbols of the two original pseudopotentials, 
followed by the mixing parameter (up to five decimal places) 

OF-0.90000.synth Bloch “SyntheticAtoms” to be used in SIESTA 
%block SyntheticAtoms 
 1 
  2  2  3  4 
    2.000000    4.100000    0.000000    0.000000 
%endblock SyntheticAtoms 

MIXLABEL Final label used 

In this particular example a virtual with a 
charge of 6.1 electrons is generated 

0.9 * 6 (electrons in O) + 0.1*7 (electrons in F) 
= 6,1 electrons in the Virtual Atom 

2.0 electrons in the s chanel and 4.1 electrons 
in the p channel 



Some notes on the mixed pseudopotentials 

The basis set is generated by SIESTA using the mixed pseudopotential 
(no mixing of the basis set has been implemented). 
 

To see how to generate a basis set for a mixed atom, see the Tutorial 
“How to run with a finite constraint electric displacement” 

Once SIESTA reads the new mixed pseudopotential, it proceeds as 
usual, and generates: 

 - the local part of the pseudopotential 
 - the Kleinman-Bylander projectors 
 - the basis set 

Those quantities are not a true mix of the corresponding quantities of 
the individual atoms.   



Uses of the Virtual Crystal Approximation 

To study substitutional disorder 

To perform calculations at constrained electric displacement  
see the Tutorial “How to run with a finite constraint electric displacement” 
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